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ABSTRACT A situation in which an image is combined with multiple images to form interferometric pairs
is often observed in small baseline subset-interferometric synthetic aperture radar (SBAS-InSAR)
deformation inversion, and this situation leads to a near linear correlation between the column vectors of the
model design matrix. The Liu-type estimator introduces the parameters k and d into the normal equation to
reduce the condition number of the design matrix and to improve the fitting properties. As the parameter k
is mainly used to reduce ill-posed problems of the design matrix, the value of k is not limited. However, the
value of k, as determined by existing methods, is usually too large or too small. Since the calculation of the
mean square error involves true values, the parameter d is often affected by errors in the estimation results,
which leads to the decreased accuracy of Liu-type estimation results. To determine the optimal value of d,
an iterative Liu-type estimator is proposed to eliminate errors. Then, the L-curve optimization method and
iterative Liu-type estimator are combined to achieve the optimal k. The reliability and accuracy of the
methods are analyzed through SBAS-InSAR deformation experiments. The experimental results show that
after using the L-curve method and an iterative operation to optimize k and d, the accuracy of the Liu-type
estimator based on parameter optimization is clearly improved compared with that of the ridge estimator
and the Liu-type estimator.
INDEX TERMS Liu-type estimator, iterative method, L-curve, ill-posed problem, biased estimator, least
squares estimator, small baseline subset, deformation inversion, parameter optimization

I. INTRODUCTION

SBAS-InSAR is a time series analysis method that uses
multiple SAR images for surface deformation inversion[1]
and is widely used in surface deformation monitoring[2,3].
In the solution of the SBAS deformation model, if the
selected interferometric pairs belong to the same
combination and the coefficient matrix of the deformation
model is full rank, the least squares method is used to solve
the model. However, for the same SAR data set, one image
and multiple images are usually combined into
interferometric pairs to improve the time sampling rate of
the observation. This approach will lead to complex
collinearity among the column vectors of the deformation
model design matrix, and an ill-posed problem occurs. At
this time, the least squares (LS) estimator is not stable and
is easily affected by small changes in the observed values.

At present, the research on deformation monitoring using
SBAS technology mainly focuses on image co-registration,
phase unwrapping and other aspects; there are relatively
few studies on the deformation model inversion[4].
The LS estimator is a standard tool for the optimal
processing of geodetic data. The estimation results are
unstable when collinearity exists in the coefficient matrix of
the normal equation[5], which eliminates the superiority of
the classic LS estimator. The singular value decomposition
(SVD) method and biased estimators, such as the Stein
estimator[6], ridge estimator[7], principal components
regression and truncated singular value decomposition[811], are widely used to address ill-posed problems.
Among these estimators, the ridge estimator, which
reduces the condition number by adding a parameter k to
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the diagonal of the design matrix, is the most common
method to overcome the deficiencies of the LS estimator.
Additionally, the methods used to determine parameter k
include the L-curve method[12], generalized crossvalidation (GCV) method[13], Hoerl-Baldwin formula[14],
and Lawless-Wang formula[15]. To avoid introducing
additional bias to the ridge estimator, parameter k is usually
very small; thus, the improvement of the ill-posed problem
is limited. To overcome this problem, the Liu-type
estimator uses the reasonable values of two parameters to
improve the accuracy of the estimation results. After
parameter k is used to reduce the condition number of the
coefficient matrix to the desired level, parameter d is used
to decrease the excessive biases introduced by parameter k;
then, the ill-posed problem is effectively solved[16-17].
The Liu-type estimator has recently been widely
studied[18-21]. Zhai et al. applied the Liu-type estimator to
SBAS deformation monitoring and obtained beneficial
results[22]. The research focus of the Liu-type estimator is
the determination of parameters k and d. The main function
of parameter k is to reduce the condition number of the
coefficient matrix, so the value is not limited. However, the
value of k, as determined by existing methods, is too small
or too large, which affects the accuracy of the estimation
results. Since parameter d, as calculated by the mean square
error formula, involves the true values of estimation results
and the unit weight variance, d is not accurate. To achieve
the optimal value of the two parameters, this paper
proposes a Liu-type estimator based on parameter
optimization. Through the iterative operation, the influence
of the substitute value of the true value on parameter d is
reduced, and the optimal value of parameter k is determined
when combined with the L-curve optimization method.
There are three major purposes of this paper: (i) to
develop an iterative Liu-type estimator to eliminate the
influence of the substitute value of the true value, (ii) to use
the L-curve method to determine the optimal value of
parameter k, and (iii) to verify the reliability and accuracy
of the novel method by SBAS-InSAR deformation
inversion experiments.

at different times in the study area. In Fig. 1, the left image is
the schematic diagram of the interferogram, and the right
image is the interference fringe pattern simulated by Digital
Elevation Model (DEM). D-InSAR technology focuses on
the single deformation of a short time interval and cannot
obtain the evolution of the ground subsidence with time in
the study area. The measurement accuracy is easily affected
by factors such as spatiotemporal decorrelation and
atmospheric delay.
Based on the principle of interference point target analysis,
SBAS obtains the surface deformation monitoring results of
a long time sequence by selecting the shorter baseline
interferometric pairs to form different sets. If the baselines
between the sets are long, the least squares estimator is used
to obtain the surface deformation time sequence of each
baseline set, and singular value decomposition is used to
solve the multiple sets.
Assume that there are N+1 single look complex (SLC)
SAR images that cover the same area, and the acquisition
times are t0 , t1 , , t N . According to the conditions of the
spatial baseline and temporal baseline, M numbers of
differential interferograms could be obtained, where M meets
the following inequality ( N + 1) 2  M  ( N ( N + 1) ) 2
(assume N is an odd number). To simplify the model, factors
such as the decoherence factor, residual topographic phase,
and atmospheric error are ignored; and the phase value of
pixel (r, x) in j-th differential interferogram is[23]:

II. SBAS DEFORMATION MODEL INVERSION

where each row of matrix A corresponds to one interference
pair, and each column corresponds to an SAR image.

 j ( r , x )
=  ( tB , r , x ) −  ( t A , r , x )


(1)

4

 d ( t , r , x ) − d ( t A , r , x ) 
  B

where λ is the radar wavelength; d ( t B , r , x ) and d ( t A , r , x )
are the cumulative deformation variables of the pixel at t B
and t A relative to the reference time t0 (we
assume d ( t0 , r , x )  0 ), respectively; and  ( t B , r , x ) and
 ( t A , r , x ) are the corresponding deformation phases  .
Formula (1) can be expressed in matrix form as follows:

 = A

 =  ( t1 ) , ,  ( t N ) 

T

represents

interferograms, and  = 1 ,

(2)

the

phase

on

N

, M  is the phase on M
differential interferograms. If we convert the phase solution
in (2) to the solution of the average deformation rate
between two images, the measured parameter vector is as
follows:
FIGURE 1. Schematic diagram of interference imaging.

The principle of D-InSAR is to obtain the slight
deformation information of the radar line of sight by
calculating the phase difference of two SAR images acquired

T

 −   − 
 − 
v =  1 0 , 2 1 , , N N −1 
t N − t N −1 
 t1 − t0 t2 − t1

T

(3)

Then, (2) is transformed into:
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 =Bv

(4)

When all the interferometric pairs belong to the same
baseline set, B is a full rank matrix. If M  N , the least
squares solution exists as follows:

v = ( BT B ) BT 
−1

(5)

When the condition number of coefficient matrix BT B is
too large, the equation is ill-posed. The least squares
estimator will cause a great difference between the
parameter estimation value and the true value, and the
results are unstable. To overcome this problem, the Liutype estimator is used to solve the SBAS model in this
paper.
III. THE LIU-TYPE ESTIMATOR
A. THE LIU-TYPE ESTIMATOR

Consider the Gauss–Markov linear model,

 = B + 

(6)

where B is an n  t design matrix with Rank ( B ) = t  n ,
 is the n  1 observation vector,  is the n  1
observation error, E (  ) = 0, D (  ) = D , and  is the
t  1 unknown parameter vector.
The LS estimator is given as:

LS = ( BT B ) BT 
−1

(7)

For ill-posed problems, the ridge estimator reduces the
condition number of the design matrix by adding a
parameter k to the diagonal of the design matrix. The ridge
estimator can be expressed as:

R = ( B B + kI ) B 
−1

T

T

(8)

To overcome the problem that a small k cannot
effectively reduce the condition number of the design
matrix, the Liu-type estimator is proposed as:

Liu = ( BT B + kI )

−1

( BT  − d )

(9)

where k is used to reduce the condition number of the
design matrix; d is introduced to improve the fitting and
statistical properties; and  can be any of the three
estimators: LS , R , or Liu . In this paper, we focus on the
choice of LS .

the value of k determined by the L-curve method is usually
small, which leads to the poor accuracy of the ridge estimator
and the Liu-type estimator.
A condition number greater than 100 indicates a serious
collinearity problem[24]. Based on the criterion, parameter
k is required to satisfy the following equation:
cond = ( 1 + k ) / ( t + k ) = 100

(10)

That is:
k=

1 − 100  t

(11)

99

Here, 1 is the maximum eigenvalue of BT B , and t is the
minimum eigenvalue of BT B . The method, which uses
condition number to determine parameter k, is called the
condition number method in this paper.
The condition number method is simple and
straightforward, but the value of k determined by this
method is still inaccurate, which limits the improvement of
the Liu-type estimator to an ill-posed problem.
After k is selected, d can be expressed as:

 ( (
t

dopt =

i =1



t
i =1

(

2

( + k ) )
)  ( + k ) )

− kˆi2 )

( i ˆi2 +  2

2

i

2

i

(12)

i

where ˆi is the LS estimator in canonical form,

1   t  0 are the ordered eigenvalues of BT B , and
 2 is the unit weight variance. Since  2 , ˆi , and
i = 1, 2, , t in dopt are unknown, in practical applications,
we usually use the least squares estimation results to
replace  2 and ˆi . Due to the influence of the ill-posed
problem, there are great differences between the least
squares estimation results and true values, so d is not
accurate.
IV. LIU-TYPE ESTIMATOR BASED ON PARAMETER
OPTIMIZATION METHOD
A. OPTIMIZATION METHOD FOR PARAMETER D

The LS estimator result is selected as the initial value of

 , i.e.,  ( 0) =LS . For convenience, we let Q = ( BT B + kI ) ,
and the Liu-type estimator results are iteratively calculated.
After the iterative calculation, we have

B. PARAMETERS K AND D

The L-curve method in the ridge estimator is one of the
methods used to determine parameter k. In the Liu-type
estimator, after parameter k is determined by the L-curve
method, parameter d is used to reduce the biases introduced
by k to improve the accuracy of the estimation results.
Considering the relationship between solutions and residuals,
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 (1) = QB T − dQ ( 0)
 ( 2)
 = QB T

− dQ 2 B T + d 2 Q 2 ( 0)



 ( j)
T
 = QB 

− dQ 2 B T + 

j −1

+ ( −1) d j −1Q j B T

j

+ ( −1) d j Q j ( 0)


(13)

To optimize parameter d, we propose an iterative Liutype estimator based on the LS estimator. The LS estimator
results are assumed to be the true values, and parameter d is
calculated using (12). Then, the iteration of Liu and
parameter d continue until convergence. The flow chart of
the iterative Liu-type estimator based on the LS estimator is
shown in Fig. 2.

To prove the convergence of (13), we subtract  ( j −1) from
 .
Then,
( j)

 ( 2) −  (1)

= − dQ QB T − dQ ( 0) −  ( 0)

 (3) −  ( 2)

 = d 2 Q 2 QB T − dQ ( 0) −  ( 0)



 ( j)
( j −1)
 − 
j −1

j −1
j −1
 = ( −1) d Q

QB T − dQ ( 0) −  ( 0)



(

)

(

)

(

(14)

)

Theorem 1: If an arbitrary square matrix G of order n
exists, then the necessary and sufficient condition for G to
converge to a zero matrix is that the moduli of all the
eigenvalues in G are less than 1.
We let i be an eigenvalue of BT B ; then, the
corresponding eigenvalue of d ( BT B + kI )

−1

, dQ , is

d ( i + k ) . From (12), we can see that parameter d is a
fraction in which the numerator and denominator are
summation formulas. Therefore, we can use the relation
between the numerator and denominator in the formula to
determine the convergence.

di
i 2 − k i i2
=
i +k ( i i2 + 2 ) ( i + k )

i 2 − k i i2
=
i 2 + k i i2 + k 2 + i i2
k  0, i  0 are known and
According

to

theorem

(15)

di
 1 ; thus, di  1 .
i + k
i + k
1,

when

j →

FIGURE 2. Flow chart of iterative Liu-type estimator based on the least
squares estimator.

B. OPTIMIZATION METHOD FOR PARAMETER K

According to the optimal value determination of parameter k
in the Liu-type estimator, the L-curve optimization method of
parameter k is proposed. By referring to the L-curve method
to determine the ridge parameter in the ridge estimator, the Lcurve of the Liu-type estimator with different ks is drawn,
and then the optimal parameter k that satisfies the balance
relationship between solutions and residuals is determined.
By combining the iterative optimization method of parameter
d and the L-curve optimization method of parameter k, the
Liu-type estimator method based on parameter optimization
is proposed. This method can fully utilize the advantages of
the Liu-type estimator and effectively solve different illposed problems to improve the accuracy of the estimation
results. The flow chart of the Liu-type estimator based on
parameter optimization is shown in Fig. 3.

,

j −1

d j −1 ( B T B + kI )  approaches the zero matrix. That is,


when parameter d is fixed, (13) is convergent at
k  0, −  d  + when it only iterates over  .
−1
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FIGURE 4. Research area.
FIGURE 3. Flow chart of the Liu-type estimator based on parameter
optimization.

V. INSAR DEFORMATION INVERSION EXPERIMENT
A. EXPERIMENT I

In this experiment, a central area of Beijing was selected as
the research area (54.8  21.5 km), and 29 SLC ASAR
images of the area were acquired from the European Space
Agency (ESA) ENVISAT satellite between January 2007
and October 2010. The research area is shown in Fig. 4. The
polarization of the image data is VV, the band is C, the
incidence angle of the image center is 23°, and the azimuth
and range resolution are approximately 4 m and 7.8 m,
respectively. In addition, the external DEM data provided by
the American National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) and National Imagery and Mapping
Agency (NIMA) in 2000 are used to remove the influence of
topographic phase. The interference combination of multiple
main images is conducted according to the principle of SBAS
network construction, and 48 interferometric pairs are
obtained. The spatial and temporal baselines of the
interferograms are shown in Fig. 5. We selected 139,229
highly coherent pixels, and the density is approximately 118
km2.

FIGURE 5. Spatial and temporal baselines of the interferograms.

After the wrapped phase of the highly coherent pixels is
unwrapped, the error phase components are simultaneously
estimated and removed from the unwrapped phase to ensure
that the remaining pixels only contain the deformation
phase. Then, the deformation model is established. The
condition number of the design matrix is 588.23, which
means that the ill-posed problem is serious. The LS
estimator (LS), SVD method (SVD), ridge estimator (RS),
Liu-type estimator (Liu), iterative Liu-type estimator (LiuI), and Liu-type estimator based on parameter optimization
(Liu-I-L) are used to calculate the subsidence rate; and the
results are shown in Fig. 6. The time series deformation
curves of the maximum subsidence points obtained by the
different estimators are shown in Fig. 7.
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(a)

(e)

(b)

(f)
FIGURE 6. Annual average subsidence rates of six methods (units: mm
yr-1): (a) least squares estimator, (b) SVD method, (c) ridge estimator, (d)
Liu-type estimator, (e) iterative Liu-type estimator, and (f) Liu-type
estimator based on parameter optimization.

(c)

FIGURE 7. Time series deformation curve of the Beijing experiment

(d)

The RMSEs of the subsidence rate obtained by the six
methods are statistically analyzed, as shown in Fig. 8. Table I
lists the statistical results of the RMSEs for six methods.
Here, the computational equation of the MSE for the least
squares estimator is MSELS =  02tr (( BT B) −1 ) , where  02 is
the unit weight variance. The computational equation of the
MSE for the SVD method is MSESVD =  02tr (( BT B) −1 ) . The
computational equation of the MSE for the ridge estimator is
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MSERE =  02 tr ( BT B + kI ) −1 . The MSE equation of the Liut

MSELiu =  (( d + k ) i2 / ( i + k ) )
type estimator is

2

2

i =1

+

t

2
0

 (( d −  )

2

i

/ i ( i + k ) )

.

2

i =1

(d)

(a)

(e)

(b)

FIGURE 8. RMSE histograms of the subsidence rates (units: mm). The
horizontal axis represents the root mean square error, and the vertical
axis represents the frequency of points. (a) histograms of the least
squares estimator and the SVD method, (b) histograms of the least
squares estimator and the ridge estimator, (c) histograms of the least
squares estimator and the Liu-type estimator, (d) histograms of the
least squares estimator and the iterative Liu-type estimator method, and
(e) histograms of the least squares estimator and the Liu-type estimator
based on parameter optimization.

TABLE I
RMSE STATISTICS

(c)

LS

SVD

RS

Liu

Liu-I

Liu-I-L

0~20

64.18%

64.18%

73.17%

73.43%

80.41%

80.85%

0~30

85.93%

85.93%

88.22%

90.22%

93.51%

93.05%

0~40

93.32%

93.32%

94.41%

96.08%

97.52%

97.10%

Min (mm)

1.24

1.24

1.53

1.24

1.24

1.21

Max (mm)

130.14

130.14

125.30

96.94

81.60

91.47

Ave (mm)

16.33

16.33

15.77

14.25

12.73

12.48

To verify the accuracy of the proposed method, the
Tianzhu point with the leveling monitoring results are
compared with the estimation results[25]. The comparison
of the cumulative deformation monitored by the levelling
point and the nearest coherence point is given in Table II.
The comparison of the differences in the subsidence rates
are listed in Table III. The monitoring period of the
levelling point is 20100127-20101018, and the
corresponding period of the time series difference sequence
is 20100111-20101018.
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TABLE II
COMPARISON OF THE CUMULATIVE DEFORMATION DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
LEVELLING MONITORING AND THE SIX ESTIMATOR METHODS (UNIT: MM)
Leveling
Point

LS

SVD

RS

Liu

Liu-I

Liu-I-L

-30.93

-30.93

-28.87

-28.42

-25.88

-24.91

monitoring
P1

-123.07

TABLE III
COMPARISON OF THE SUBSIDENCE RATE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
LEVELLING MONITORING AND THE SIX ESTIMATOR METHODS (UNIT: MM
YR-1)
Leveling
Point

LS

SVD

RS

Liu

Liu-I

Liu-I-L

-8.27

-8.27

-7.72

-7.6

-6.92

-6.66

monitoring
P1

-32.91

By comparing the RMSEs calculated by the different
methods and leveling monitoring data, the comparative
analysis of the different methods is conducted. Then, we
come to the following conclusions:
(1) As shown in Fig. 6, in this paper, the maximum
subsidence rates computed by the LS estimator, SVD
method, ridge estimator, Liu-type estimator, iterative Liutype estimator, and Liu-type estimator based on parameter
optimization are -126 mm yr-1, -126 mm yr-1, -114 mm yr-1,
-115 mm yr-1, -106 mm yr-1 and -106 mm yr-1, respectively.
Combined with Fig. 7, we can see that the subsidence trend
and distribution is consistent, but owing to the ill-posed
problem of the SBAS deformation model, the annual
average subsidence rates obtained by the six estimators are
different.
(2) Combining Fig. 8 and Table I, we can see that most
of the RMSEs obtained by the six estimators are distributed
between 0 and 40 mm. The proportions of the RMSEs of
the LS, SVD, ridge estimator and Liu-type estimator from
0-40 mm are 93.32%, 93.32%, 94.41%, and 96.08%,
respectively. Thus, the improvement of the ill-posed
problem of the Liu-type estimator is better than that of the
ridge estimator. The proportion of the iterative Liu-type
estimator is 97.72%, which means that after parameter d is
optimized though iterative operation, the accuracy of the
solutions obtained by the Liu-type estimator is more
effectively improved.
(3) The proportion of RMSEs of the Liu-type estimator
based on parameter optimization between 0 and 40 mm is
97.10%. The results show that the proportion of this method
in this range is less than that of the iterative Liu-type
estimator. However, by comparing the proportions of all the
ranges and the maximum, minimum, and average RMSEs
of the six methods, we can see that proportion of the
RMSEs of this method between 0 and 20 mm is the largest,
and the minimum and average RMSEs are smaller than
those of the other methods. Therefore, after the overall
analysis, although a few points have larger RMSEs, this
method has the most significant effect on the overall
improvement of ill-posed problems.
(4) From Table II, we can see that the differences
between the cumulative deformations of the Tianzhu point

of the six methods and the leveling data vary from -30.93 to
-24.91 mm. Table III shows that the difference in the
subsidence rate varies from -8.27 to -6.6 mm yr-1. The
cumulative deformation and subsidence rate of the nearest
coherence point monitored by the six methods are all
greater than that of leveling. The ridge estimator, Liu-type
estimator, iterative Liu-type estimator, and Liu-type
estimator based on parameter optimization all improve the
accuracy of the results more than the least squares estimator.
Among these approaches, the results of the Liu-type
estimator based on parameter optimization are closer to
those of leveling monitoring. Since the nearest coherence
point is close to the center of the subsidence area, it is
normal that the cumulative deformations and subsidence
rates using SBAS-InSAR are greater than those of leveling
motoring.
B. EXPERIMENT II

In this experiment, an area of Jining city, which is
located in southwestern Shandong Province, China, with
rich coal resources is selected as the research area. With the
continuous exploitation of coal, the subsidence of the
mining area is very obvious. Thirteen ENVISAT ARSA
scene images from January 2008 to September 2010
covering Jining city are used as the original data, as shown
in Fig. 9. In this experiment, 46 interferometric pairs that
satisfy the maximum vertical baseline of 1,070 m, the
maximum temporal baseline distance of 1500 d, and the
minimum coherence coefficient of 0.5 are selected, as
shown in Fig. 10. A total of 58,751 highly coherent pixels
are selected by setting an amplitude difference threshold of
0.6, and the density is approximately 110 m2.

FIGURE 9. Research area of Jining.
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FIGURE 10. Spatial and temporal baselines of the interferograms.

After phase unwrapping with coherent points, an
equation, such as (4), is established based on the differential
phase. The condition number of the equation is 519, and the
ill-posed problem exists. In this experiment, the LS, SVD,
RS, Liu, Liu-I, and Liu-I-L are used to calculate the
subsidence rate, and the results are shown in Fig. 11. The
time series deformation curves of the maximum subsidence
points obtained by the different estimators are shown in Fig.
12.

(c)

(d)

(a)

(e)

(b)

(f)
FIGURE 11. Annual average subsidence rates of the six methods (units:
mm yr-1): (a) Least squares estimator, (b) SVD method, (c) ridge
estimator, (d) Liu-type estimator, (e) iterative Liu-type estimator, and (f)
Liu-type estimator based on parameter optimization.
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FIGURE 12. Time series deformation curve of the Jining experiment

(c)

To better illustrate the differences between the six
estimator methods, the RMSEs of the subsidence rates were
obtained for the six methods, as shown in Fig. 13. Table IV
lists the frequency ratios of the RMSEs of all the points for
the six methods.

(d)

(a)

(e)

(b)

FIGURE 13. RMSE histograms of the subsidence rates (units: mm). The
horizontal axis represents the root mean square error, and the vertical
axis represents the frequency of points. (a) histograms of the least
squares estimator and the SVD method, (b) histograms of the least
squares estimator and the ridge estimator, (c) histograms of the least
squares estimator and the Liu-type estimator, (d) histograms of the
least squares estimator and the iterative Liu-type estimator method, and
(e) histograms of the least squares estimator and the Liu-type estimator
based on parameter optimization.
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TABLE IV
RMSE STATISTICS
LS

SVD

RS

Liu

Liu-I

Liu-I-L

0~5

79.96%

79.96%

80.57%

77.49%

79.13%

89.77%

0~10

91.54%

91.54%

92.17%

98.24%

98.26%

98.36%

0~15

97.82%

97.82%

98.49%

99.81%

99.85%

99.72%

Min (mm)

0.19

0.19

0.18

0.19

0.19

0.18

Max (mm)

24.20

24.20

23.54

20.34

19.77

21.93

Ave (mm)

3.24

3.24

3.12

2.92

2.89

2.20

To prove the effectiveness of the novel method, precise
measurement data are collected at six levelling points
located in eastern Jining city. After processing these
levelling data, the annual average subsidence rate from
December 2007 to May 2010 is obtained and used as the
basis for evaluating the precision of the subsidence
monitoring results. The coherent points close to the
levelling points are selected using the nearest neighbors
method. The comparison of the cumulative deformation
monitored by the levelling point and the nearest coherence
point is given in Table V. The differences of the annual
average subsidence rates between the levelling points and
the closest coherent points are shown in Table VI.
TABLE V
COMPARISON OF THE CUMULATIVE DEFORMATION DIFFERENCES
BETWEEN LEVELING MONITORING AND THE SIX ESTIMATOR METHODS
(UNIT: MM)
Levelling

Levelling

point

monitoring

P1
P2

LS

SVD

RS

Liu

Liu-I

Liu-I-L

-15.12

-3.89

-3.89

-2.67

-3.83

-3.80

-3.35

-1.83

-1.23

-1.23

-1.21

-1.13

-1.05

-1.18

P3

-11.11

-3.69

-3.69

-2.73

-2.06

-1.01

-1.04

P4

-0.32

2.23

2.23

2.23

2.05

2.02

1.86

P5

2.68

-3.29

-3.29

-3.29

-3.24

-3.21

-3.26



/

3.04

3.04

2.52

2.64

2.49

2.36

TABLE VI
COMPARISON OF THE SUBSIDENCE RATE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN
LEVELING MONITORING AND THE SIX ESTIMATOR METHODS (UNIT: MM
YR-1)
Levelling

Levelling

point

monitoring

P1
P2

43.68~14.84 mm yr-1 respectively. Along with Fig. 12, it
can be seen that due to the influence of the ill-posed
problem in the SBAS deformation model, the annual
average subsidence rates calculated by the six methods are
slightly different, but the distributions are consistent.
(2) Fig. 13 and Table IV show that the RMSEs of the six
estimator methods are mostly concentrated between 0 and
15 mm. The proportions of the RMSEs from 0-15 mm for
the LS, SVD, RS, Liu, Liu-I are 97.82%, 97.82%, 98.49%,
99.81%, and 99.85%, respectively. These results clearly
show that after parameter d is optimized, the iterative Liutype estimator can more effectively address the ill-posed
problem of SBAS-InSAR deformation inversion than the
Liu-type estimator.
(3) The proportion of the RMSEs of the Liu-type
estimator based on parameter optimization from 0-15 mm is
99.72%, which is less than that of the Liu-type estimator
and iterative Liu-type estimator in this range. However, the
proportion of the RMSEs of this method from 0-10 mm is
largest, and the minimum and average RMSEs of this
method are obviously smaller than those of the other
methods. Thus, although the RMSEs of a few points are
larger in this method, the comprehensive comparison of the
RMSE statistics of each method shows that this method can
effectively improve the accuracy of the Liu-type estimation
results. This method improves of the ill-posed problem the
most.
(4) To better verify the accuracy of the estimators, the
statistics of the difference absolute values of the cumulative
deformations and subsidence rates calculated by the six
estimators are shown in Table V and Table VI, respectively.
Table V shows that the least squares estimator is the worst,
 LS = 3.04 mm; the RS, Liu, Liu-I, and Liu-I-L all improve
the accuracy of the results; and the Liu-I-L method is the
best,  Liu − I − L = 2.36 mm. Table VI also shows that the LiuI-L method improves the accuracy of the results the most,
 Liu − I − L = 0.87 mm yr-1. These findings indicate that the
results of the Liu-I-L method are the closest to the levelling
points.

LS

SVD

RS

Liu

Liu-I

Liu-I-L

-5.63

-1.44

-1.44

-0.99

-1.42

-1.41

-1.24

-0.68

-0.45

-0.45

-0.44

-0.41

-0.38

-0.43

VI. CONCLUSION

P3

-4.15

-1.36

-1.36

-1.00

-0.75

-0.36

-0.37

P4

-0.12

0.84

0.84

0.84

0.77

0.76

0.70

P5

1.0

-1.22

-1.22

-1.22

-1.20

-1.19

-1.21



/

1.12

1.12

0.94

0.98

0.92

0.87

In the SBAS deformation inversion process, if all the
interferometric pairs belong to the same baseline set, a large
condition number of the coefficient matrix in the normal
equation will exist, which will lead to poor properties of the
least squares estimator and unstable results. Owing to the
limitation of parameter k, the ridge estimator cannot solve
serious ill-posed problems. Hence, the Liu-type estimator is
introduced to obtain better estimation results by using
parameter k to reduce the condition number of the design
matrix and by introducing parameter d to decrease the
deviation. As the true values are unknown, parameter d, as
determined by the mean squared error formula, is easily
affected by the error, which leads to the low accuracy of the
Liu-type estimator. To solve this problem, an iterative Liu-

By analyzing the above experimental results, we come to
the following conclusions:
(1) As shown in Fig. 11, the distributions of the annual
average subsidence rates with different estimators are
consistent. The maximum annual average subsidence rates
computed with the LS estimator, SVD method, ridge
estimator, Liu-type estimator, iterative Liu-type estimator,
and Liu-type estimator based on parameter optimization are
-43.91~14.94 mm yr-1, -43.91~14.94 mm yr-1, -42.79~14.76
mm yr-1, -43.57~14.80 mm yr-1, -43.72~14.84 mm yr-1 and VOLUME XX, 2020
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type estimator method is proposed to realize the
optimization of parameter d via iterative operation. In light
of the fact that parameter k, as determined by existing
methods, is too large or too small, the Liu-type estimator
based on parameter optimization is proposed. Based on the
iterative Liu-type estimator, the novel method realized the
optimization of parameters k and d by combining the Lcurve and iterative operation. In the InSAR deformation
inversion experiment, different estimators are used to
handle the 29 images covering the central Beijing area and
the 13 images covering the Jining area. Then, subsidence
rate maps are obtained. Analyzing the annual average
subsidence rates and RMSEs of all the points in the
research area proves that the iterative Liu-type estimator
and the Liu-type estimator based on parameter optimization
are more accurate and stable than the other methods, and
the Liu-type estimator based on parameter optimization has
the best estimation result accuracy. These results show that
the optimization of parameters k and d using the L-curve
and iterative operation is very effective. In conclusion, the
parameter optimization method of the Liu-type estimator is
of considerable significance for solving the ill-posed
problem of InSAR deformation inversion.
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